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QUESTIONS – ANSWERS – CLARIFICATIONS 
 

Wilson Way ADA Improvements Project 
City Project No. 13-17 

 
1. At the location of the two proposed ADA ramps on the west side of Wilson Way 
(frontage road) there appears to be some substantial existing concrete which needs to 
be removed, plans state 1.5'. Is this 1.5' section of concrete that is to be removed the 
total depth of existing concrete or is it only removed to a point to allow for ADA 
compliance with the ramp? Is there 4" of AB/sand or Expansion material that is required 
under these two ramps? 
 
The ramps to be installed are on the east side of Wilson Way. We have not taken 
borings to determine the exact depth of the existing concrete, but expect the section to 
be completely removed. 1.5' is an estimated measurement being used for bidding 
purposes. 4" of AB/sand will be required if the existing concrete was placed on sand, 
AB, or base dirt. If the existing concrete was placed on an asphalt street section, then 
the AB/sand may not be required. For purposes of bidding, assume it will be required. 
 
 
2. The ramps located on Milton St. appear to be landing into the dirt adjacent to the curb 
and gutter on Milton. It appears the plans do not account for the existing park strip. 
Please clarify. Is the existing curb and gutter and 1' of asphalt concrete being removed 
to facilitate ADA requirements? 
 
The park strips are not shown in the drawings, but the ramps will be installed through 
the park strips. Excavation in the park strip and removal of the sidewalk will be 
necessary along the width of the ramp to be installed. This will include removing the 
existing curb and gutter and 1' of asphalt concrete from the street adjacent to the gutter.  
 
 
3. It appears the ramp construction located on the south side of Scotts St. involves 
removal and replacement of the concrete curb and gutter but not the 1 foot wide AC 
patch adjacent to the proposed ramp. Is this not required? 
 
Yes, the removal of the curb and gutter will include removal of a 1 foot wide strip of 
asphalt from the adjacent street.  
 
 
4. It appears the ramp located on the north side of Scotts St. does not involve the 
removal of any curb and gutter, trees and the concrete adjacent to the existing utility 
pole. Please Clarify. 
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This ramp will require sawcutting to preserve the concrete adjacent to the utility pole, 
which will not be moved. In addition to removing the sidewalk sections, a 4 foot section 
of curb and gutter will be removed where the end of the ramp will be located. The gutter 
is four feet wide at that location.  A similar length of asphalt, 1 foot wide, will also be 
removed and replaced.  The dead tree stump will be removed.   
 
5.  Are we able to close the roads to through traffic? 
 
Traffic Plans will have to be approved by the City Traffic Engineer. For purposes of 
bidding, assume all work must be done under traffic control with no closures.   
 
6. What is the existing AC/AB section we are required to match within the asphalt 
patch? 
 
For the purposes of bidding, assume an existing four inch AB section and a six inch AC 
section, to be replaced with an eight inch deep lift AC section.  If the existing street 
sections are found to be thicker, a deeper replacement section will be required, but an 
adjustment in payment will be made.   
 
7. Milton Street shows an attached curb, gutter & sidewalk, however, it is actually a 
separated sidewalk. Does Detail 32B still apply in this case? 
 
Yes, see question 2.  
 
8. Milton Street:  Both ramps are drawn to extend approximately 6” behind existing 
sidewalk possibly impacting existing chain link fences. Is this correct? 
 
The final construction details for the ramps will not include extension behind the 
sidewalk or the relocation of any fencing.   
 
9. Milton Street:  The separated sidewalk appears to be 3” – 6” above the top of 
curb. Will the new ramps still be in ADA compliance in regards to slope? 
 
The final construction details for the ramps will be ADA compliant.   
 
10. Scotts Avenue:  Gutter pan at round corners are approximately 4’ wide. Should 
they be replaced in-kind or put back as close to Detail 32 as possible with a 2’ gutter 
pan? 
 
The gutter to be re-installed should match the existing 4 foot wide gutter.   
 
 


